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LOCld-130 is a 5-Gbps dual-channel VCSEL driver ASIC designed in a commercial 130-nm 
CMOS process. LOCld-130 is designed to be a backup of LOCld that is pin-to-pin 
compatible. LOCld, based on a 0.25-μm CMOS process, is the baseline design for the 
Phase-I upgrade of the ATLAS Liquid Argon Calorimeter. The power consumption of LOCld 
is 220 mW.  Benefiting from the 1.5 V power supply, the power consumption of LOCld-130 
is 112 mW.

LOCld-65 is a 14-Gbps dual-channel VCSEL driver ASIC designed in a commercial 65-nm 
CMOS technologies. LOCld-65 is also pin-to-pin compatible to LOCld. LOCld-65 was 
submitted for fabrication on May 20th  2017. We expect to start the evaluation of this ASIC 
in lab and radiation environment in October to December of 2017. Here we present results 
from the post-layout simulation. The power consumption of LOCld-65 is 116 mW in typical 
case. 

LOCld-130 Design LOCld-65 Design

LOCld-130 LOCld-65

Number of channels 2 channels 2 channels

Minimum Input signal 200 mVP-P 100 mVP-P

operates data rate 5 Gbps 14 Gbps

Equalizer No Yes

Power consumption 112 mW 116 mW

 Control circuit I2C I2C

Die size 1 mm x 2.8 mm 1 mm x 1 mm

Package QFN-40 QFN-40

Status Plan to submit Submitted

Compare LOCld-130 and LOCld-65

 a) ATLAS LAr calorimeter readout and the LOCld chip in the optical readout system

The analog core of LOCld-130 has two 
parts: 
a limiting amplifier (LA) and a high-current 
differential driver. The minimum input 
signal is assumed to be 200 mVP-P. The 
output is 8-mA modulation current CML. At 
the output both modulation and bias 
currents are programmable via I2C.

The LA adopts a two-stage differential 
amplifier with a 3.2-nH peaking inductor 
shared between these two stages, 
boosting the bandwidth to 3.5 GHz. The 
LA gain is 14 dB, amplifying input signal 
from 200 mVP-P to 1 VP-P.

a) The structure of LA

a) The diagram of LOCld-65 analog core

b) The structure of equalizer

Equalizer in LOCld-65 compensates the high-frequency signal 
loss due to the transmission line and the ESD diode.  Fig c) 
shows the amplitude-frequency response curves under the 
different resistances.

d) The structure of four-stages LA

We use a four pre-drive stages to amplify signal amplitude to 800 
mVP-P. Every two-stage amplifier shares a peaking inductor to 
save the chip area. A current adjustable active feedback cell is 
used to adjust the gain and bandwidth of LA. 

e) The structure of high-current 
differential driver

The output driver has 
a pre-emphasis 
option to improve the 
output signal 
bandwidth above 10 
GHz in all process 
corners.

LOCld-130 and 
LOCld-65 layout

a) Die layout view of LOCld-130 
(1 mm x 2.8 mm) and LOCld-65 
(1 mm x 1 mm)
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a) Typical Eye diagrams of laser current 
when LOCld-130 operates at 5 Gpbs

b) Typical Eye diagrams of laser current 
when LOCld-65 operates at 14 Gpbs

The input signal swing of LOCld-65 is expected to be 100 mVP-P and the data rate is considered to be 
14 Gpbs. Therefore, several techniques are used to boost the gain and the bandwidth. LOCld-65 
consists of an equalizer, a four-stage LA  and a high-current differential driver with pre-emphasis. The 
LA gain and the bandwidth are tunable via I2C.

c) The amplitude-frequency response 
curves under different resistance value 
settings
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